[SOLUTION] Keep Me In The Loop

Answer: NURIKABE

Corral and Slitherlink are logic puzzles developed by Nikoli. Rules for the two puzzles can be found here:

- [https://mellowmelon.wordpress.com/corral/](https://mellowmelon.wordpress.com/corral/)
- [https://mellowmelon.wordpress.com/slitherlink/](https://mellowmelon.wordpress.com/slitherlink/)

The solution for the Corral and Slitherlink puzzles are below. The interior of the loop is highlighted in yellow.

As suggested by the title, it's important to look at the cells which lie inside the loop. Taking the letters in the grid below that lie in both loops results in the following:
This spells out the phrase **INVISIBLE WALL NIKOLI PUZZLE NAME** which clues the answer **NURIKABE**.